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Abstract
Mathematical creative ability is one of the most important skills students must have to process the information
provided in resolving the problem. Before using mathematical creative skills, prior knowledge becomes the most
crucial thing that allows students to connect all existing information so that they can construct new knowledge
through assimilation or accommodation processes. The process of forming mathematical concepts with
metacognitive questions that might be carried out by students causes a metacognitive process in students that will
affect their mathematical behavior.
The purpose of this study is to (1) analyze prior knowledge of what students miss or forget so that they have
difficulty to answer the given geometry problem, (2) how the learning path of creative thinking of students with the
application of metacognitive approach. This type of research is Design Research to improve the quality of
learning. This type of research is research design, data collection techniques .The researcher gave 2 geometry
questions to 38 8th graders selected randomly in SMP Medan city. Questions given are tailored to Cognitive level
4 (C4) for questions 1 and C5 for question 2 based on Bloom's taxonomy. Data analysis techniques are descriptive
qualitative.This study shows that prior knowledge becomes important to build students' mathematical creative
ability to gain new knowledge, especially in the field of geometry. The most problematic topics that make it
difficult for them to understand geometry are the area of the rectangle and the cube webs. In dividing the rectangle
into two equal parts, students still have not created another form of flat build or have not been able to get out of the
rectangular pattern or exactly the same as the available problem.
There are five phases of learning trajectory of hierarchically creative mathematical thinking, which is orientation
to problem, problem solving plan, plan realization, previous knowledge mastery / concept of mathematical
creativity and evaluation of result obtained. Students do metacognition on the learning path of creative thinking in
a comprehensive way from evaluation to planning, action to the formation of prior knowledge and selection of
creative ideas. From these explanations, it is important that teachers need to ensure students have enough prior
knowledge to make it easier to construct new knowledge, as well as to make learning fun and meaningful so that
students will remember knowledge in long-term memory.
Keywords: mathematical creative ability, geometry, prior knowledge, metacognitive approach
1. Introduction
Thinking is a necessary thing in a process that involves manipulating and transforming information in memory.
The ability to create new and original ideas in manipulating and transforming information is called creative
thinking. Gardner (2004) views creativity as one of the 'multiple intelligences' that encompass a wide range of
brain functions of constructing cognitive schemes. A student's cognitive level will work broadly when using
creativity. The creative aspects of the brain can help explain and interpret abstract concepts, allowing children to
attain greater mastery, on subjects such as mathematics, especially geometry that are often difficult to understand
with regards to spatial abilities. In the process of solving mathematical problems students need to come up with
creative ideas. The process of creative thinking can be seen from the perspective of Wallas’ (1926) theory. Wallas
in his book The Art of Thought states that the creative process includes four stages: preparation (gathering relevant
information), incubation (received inspiration), and verification (testing and evaluating ideas acquired).
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Metacogniitive strategiess in learning thhat have a posittive effect on tthe ability of creative thinkinng (Fauzi, 2018
8). In
line with B
Borich (1996) that
t metacogniition is a strateggy to implemeent and monitorr thinking moddels that involv
ve the
reasoning of learners annd focus on thee use of reasoning. In this ccase, it is clearr that the focuus of metacogn
nitive
strategies is the reasoninng of the studeents to be morre creative. In addition, Nur (2000) states that metacogn
nitive
relates to students' know
wledge of theiir own thinkinng and their abbility to use thheir own learnning strategiess and
specific abbilities approppriately. Therefore learners can be taughtt strategies to assess their oown understanding,
calculate hhow long it takes to learn soomething and choose an efffective plan foor learning or solving a prob
blem.
Based on tthis, it is clearr that metacognnitive strategiees lead to use reasoning (plaanning many iideas of solutio
on fit
with probllems, monitoriing all problem
m solving, whyy I find it difficcult to understtand and masteer them and always
think more than one annswer and evaaluate them) inn solving mathhematical probblems. Here is an illustratio
on of
metacogniitive strategies for acquiring creative thinkiing skills.

Figure 1. IIllustration of metacognitive
m
strategies for ggaining the ability of creative thinking (Muutia & Fauzi, 2017)
2
fundamental way in
In this artiicle, researcherrs will focus oon the ability too think creativvely. Creative tthinking is a fu
man to be able to understtand mathemattical ideas. Stuudents use creaative thinking aas a tool to aid their mathema
atical
abilities byy building absstract mathem
matical ideas innto more conccrete minds byy using logicall thinking, bec
cause
creative thhinking is a signn or configurattion of marks, ccharacters, or oobjects that maark and configuuration to describe ,
or represeent something other than hhimself. So thhis will suppoort students inn learning annd communica
ating,
connectingg mathematical concepts to solve problems given. From thhis explanationn, students who have low cre
eative
thinking skkills will demoonstrate the abbility to generaate ideas, questtion and responnd to questionns or argumentss that
are also low.
ment is also suupported by som
me research reesults such as ((Mutia and Fauuzi, 2017) studdents tend not to be
This statem
able to givve a reason of thhe allegations given. In this ccase the studennt is only able tto give a guesss without being
g able
to give thee right reasonss. The ability oof elaboration, which is one component off creative thinkking, is a key factor
f
that stimullates students to
t create usingg their knowleddge in problem
m-solving activvities. A personn without the ab
bility
to think crreatively, indivvidually difficuult to develop his imaginativve ability so leess able to see various altern
native
solutions tto the problem
m. This illustrattes that creativve thinking skiills enable an individual to pperceive a problem
from multiiple perspectivves to enable itt to find creativve solutions too problems to bbe solved.
Prior know
wledge is needded in acceleraating the underrstanding of m
mathematical concepts that can be measure
ed by
how muchh behavioral chhanges that occcur after a persoon follows thee learning proceess. This formuula indicates that Prior
Knowledgee is not only relaated to the knowlledge aspect butt also about attittudes and experiiences that a learrner has. Relating to
Prior know
wledge (Matsuuda et al. 20133, p. 1154) hass conducted research in two different proccedural capabillities.
The results found that prior
p
knowledgge greatly influuenced the leaarning process. In addition, regression ana
alysis
shows thatt prior knowleedge is the dom
minant facemaask affecting pposttest results for proceduraal ability testin
ng. In
addition, C
Chen and Huanng (2013, p. 1777) also foundd that prior knoowledge affecteed 81 studentss from two diffferent
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classes whho were treatedd differently inn the form of gaame-based learrning systems.. It is also eviddenced by (Brin
ngual
et al: 20166: 2) that prior knowledge
k
in m
mathematics innfluences interraction with leaarning systemss and demonstrration
abilities. F
From the explaanation, it can be concluded that prior knoowledge is onee of the most iimportant thin
ngs to
build new information inn the minds off students. Also there are som
me points thatt must be linkeed to make cre
eative
thinking of the informatiion provided.
Geometry,, an indispensaable topic in m
mathematics, iis considered a rich area to encourage prroblem solving
g and
student reaasoning (Juprii, 2017, p. 1). To address thhe problem, sttudents need too use represenntations of rele
evant
informatioon (Krawec, 20014, p. 103). R
Relevant inform
mation comes ffrom questionss that can then bbe connected to
t the
informatioon in the mindds of students.. Information in the minds of students is closely relateed to their exiisting
knowledgee of so-called prior
p
knowleddge. Students w
will use prior kknowledge to ccreate a visuall image so thatt new
knowledgee will be more readily acceptted at their coggnitive developpment level.
The level oof cognitive deevelopment off students in onne class is diffeerent. Accordinng Soedjadi (22007: 31) in general
the develoopment of cognnitive abilities of children sttart with a conncrete thing grradually leads to the abstractt. For
every childd the journey from
f
concrete to abstract cann be different. Some are fast and some are slow. The fast ones
may not reequire many sttages, but for thhose who are nnot fast, it is noot impossible tto go through many stages. Thus,
T
every childd may require learning trajectory or differrent learning ppath. Furthermore, Soedjadi (2017) provides an
illustrationn of the learninng path (learninng trajectory) as shown in Fiigure 2 below.

Figuure 2. An illusttration of the learning flow
an the
The learninng flow or bettter known as thhe learning patth can help teacchers in settingg learning goalls, and then pla
learning stteps so that stuudents can achhieve the learnning objectivess. The importaance of learninng trajectory ca
an be
analogous to the planninng of travel rouute. If we underrstand possiblee routes to the ddestination poiints, we can ch
hoose
nd get
the best rouute to reach thaat destination. By knowing thhe learning patth of the studennts, the teacherr can design an
the proper learning path to use in helpiing students unnderstand a concept.
The learniing track or in English is Hyypothetical Leaarning Trajecttory (HLT). HL
LT consists off three compon
nents,
namely leaarning objectivves for studennts, learning acctivities and coonjecture (connjecture) learniing process ho
ow to
anticipate students' thinnking and undderstanding thhat arise in thhe developmeent when learrning activitiess are
conductedd in the classrooom (Bakker, 20004). Simon (11995) emphasizzes the HLT chharacter of guessing how stud
dents'
thinking w
will be formedd when perform
ming the activvity and what rreactions from
m students willl occur in teac
ching
experimennts. The goal iss to know the eextent to whichh the actual leaarning path wiith the alleged trajectory has been
made (Graavemeijer, 2014). This is in lline with Bakkker's (2004) assertion that HL
LT is a combinnation of a learrning
theory andd an actual teacching experimeent.
Based on tthe above expllanation, the reesearcher analyyzes what prevvious knowleddge passed by tthe students so
o that
they have ddifficulty in annswering the quuestions givenn about geomettry. How to traj
ajectory the maathematical cre
eative
learning onn the Geometrry that studentss pass through with the metaacognitive apprroach.
The benefi
fit in this studyy is to know thhe previous knnowledge that m
must be posseessed by studennts; the teacher can
design effeective learningg so that studennts do not expeerience failure oor difficulties iin building thee learning trajectory
to understaand mathematiical concepts.
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2. Researcch Method
This reseaarch uses devellopment researrch with two ttrials as a wayy to answer thee problem form
mulation so tha
at the
purpose off research is acchieved. Designn research is a research methhod that aims too develop locaal instruction th
heory
through coooperation of researcher
r
withh teacher to im
mprove learninng quality (Graavemeijer & V
Van Eerde, 2009). A
series of sttudent activitiees consisting off strategy conjeectures and stuudent thinking will be developped in this stud
dy. In
this researcch will be desiigned activitiess based on studdent experiencce is a familiar activity for stuudents of classs VIII
SMP Negeeri 27 Medan as
a an approachh to understandd Geometry.
This studyy consists of thrree stages withh two repetitionns that can be ddone repeatedlly until found a new theory th
hat is
the result oof a revision of the experimeental learning ttheory. Here arre the steps in research desiggn.
Stage I: Prreliminary Dessign
At this stagge a literature study of square materials andd cube webs annd metacognitiive approachess can be establiished
in a strateggy conjecture and
a the path oof students' maathematical creeative learningg. Then proceedd with a discussion
between thhe researcher and
a teacher abbout the condittion of the classs, the needs oof research, schhedule and how
w the
implementtation of reseaarch with the teacher conccerned. At thiss stage also ddesigned learnning trajectory
y and
hypotheticcal learning traajectory. Thenn from local innstructional thheory is formuulated which cconsists of learrning
objectives. This conjectuure aims as a guuide (guide) too anticipate thee strategies andd thoughts of sttudents who ap
ppear
and develoop in learning activities. Connjectures are dyynamic and caan be organizedd and revised dduring the teac
ching
experimennt.
Stage II: T
Teaching Experriment
In this secoond phase is too pilot teaching activities thaat have been designed in the first phase of the class. Thiss trial
aims to expplore and hypoothesize studennts' strategies aand thoughts dduring the learnning process. D
During the pro
ocess,
conjecturee can be modiffied as a revission of local innstructional thheory for subseequent activitiies. Teachers act
a as
teachers annd researcherss as the focus oof observing eeach activity annd key momennts during the testing processs. At
this stage a series of learrning activitiess conducted theen researchers observe and aanalyze what hhappened durin
ng the
learning prrocess that toook place in the classroom.
Stage III: R
Retrospective analysis
After testinng the data obttained from thee learning activvities in the claass were analyzzed and the ressults of this ana
alysis
were usedd to plan the activities
a
as weell as to devellop the designn on the next llearning activiity. The purpose of
retrospectiive analysis in general is to ddevelop local llevel instructioonal theory. Att this stage HLT
T is compared with
actual stuudent learningg and from hhere it can annswer the prooblem formullation. Cyclic Design Rese
earch
(Gravemeiijer, 2004) as follows
f
:

Figure 3. Cyclic processs (Gravemeijeer & Cobb, 20006)
3. Result aand Discussioon
Grieshober (2004) definnes creative thiinking as an iddea constructionn process that emphasizes foour aspects, na
amely
aspects of fluency, flexibbility, novelty aand aspects of ddetail. Figure 4 shows that, thhe improvemeent of each indicator
of students' mathematical creative thiinking ability is that in expeeriment I, the average abilitty of mathema
atical
creative thhinking on flueency indicator iis 3.03, the flexxibility indicattor is 3.08, the elaboration inndicator is 3.12
2, and
on the inddicator of originality is 2.677. In trial II, thhe average abbility of matheematical creatiive thinking on
n the
fluency inndicator is 3.133, the flexibiliity indicator iss 3.34, the elaaboration indiccator is 3.18 annd the indicator of
originalityy is 2.83. For more
m
details cann be seen in Fiigure 4.
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Average Ability of Mathematical Creative Thinking for Each Indicator
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

3.03 3.13

3.08

3.34

3.12 3.18

2.67 2.83

Trial and error 1
Trail and Error 2

1

2

3

4

Ability of Mathematics Creative Thinking Indicator

Figure 4. Average ability of mathematical creative thinking for each indicator
From Figure 4, it can be seen that there is an increase in the average of mathematical creative ability in fluency
indicator of 0.10, on flexibility indicator is 0.26, at elaboration indicator is 0,06, and at indicator of originality
equal to 0,16. This shows the students' mathematical creative thinking ability using learning tools developed based
on metacognitive approach has increased from trial I to trial II. Here is an example of the problem and completion
of the students in Table 1 below.
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Table 1. Exxamples of prooblems and solutions for creative thinking an approach too understandinng geometry
No
1.

Questions and Annswer

No

(Aspect off Mathematical Crreative Ability)
How would you divide a rectangle into 2 equal paarts?
Using ruler, scissors or other wayy to make as mucch as

2.

Quuestions and Answ
wer
(Aspect of M
Mathematical Creaative Ability)
Drraw the cube webbs, with the help of the following 2
sqquare pieces.

w the result!
possible and draw

Vaariety of student aanswers
Pattern and Varieety of student answ
wers

Errrors found: (a) Thhe student misplacced a square around
thhe image. So that the net does not fform a cube. From
m
In part answer b)
b and c) a flat waake image that is still
fluency. Studentss still divide the rrectangle into 2 eequal
rectangular sectioons or shapes and sizes, done in 2 w
ways,
i.e dividing papers horizontally annd vertically or follded.
Students are stilll not creative or ccan not get out off the

thhe answers (b) andd (c) it appears thaat the student is no
ot
caareful to check whhether the webs aare drawn correctly
orr not. Because whhen folded according to the ribs, th
he
cuube formed will haave one double side, while the othe
er
sidde is empty.

existing flat patteern. Students can not be separated ffrom
the shape and thee picture of the fllat wake up is exaactly
the same as the problem
p
available.
Pattern and Varieety of student answ
wers
In part answer b)
b and c) a flat waake image that is still
fluency. Studentss still divide the rrectangle into 2 eequal
rectangular sectioons or shapes and sizes, done in 2 w
ways,

Annother finding parrt (d) is that studeents draw 7 square
es

ie dividing papeer paper horizontaally and verticallly or

onn the webs. Whereeas the cube consissts of only 6 squarre

folded. Students are
a still not creativve or can not get out of

siddes. This results in the cube being fformed having on
ne

the existing flat pattern. Students can not be separrated

doouble side.

a the picture oof the flat wake uup is
from the shape and

Baased on the finddings of students'' creative thinking

exactly the same as the problem avvailable.

abbility on the materrial of the cube nets is still hampered

While the answerrs to parts a) and d) The division of the

byy the lack of mathhematical reasoniing of the studentts

rectangle into 2 parts of three eqquilateral spans orr the

whhile verifying the answers already m
made.

shape and size of which are nnot only fluency but

Thhis can be seen froom the answers off students trying to

flexibility by waay of folding or ccutting the rectanggular

finnd the cube nets w
with the original form, the studentts

diagonal corners opposite.

haave passed the sstage of illuminaation. But do no
ot
thhoroughly check thhe answer accordinng to reality. Of th
he
tootal test results, thee maximum numbeer of different cube
neets can be found byy students per individual of 8 piecess.
Buut when viewed ffrom all student aanswers, the entirre
cuube nets can be foound all, ie 11 piecces. But the eleven
cuubes of the cube w
were found by diffe
ferent students.

Another finding is the rectangularr division into 2 eequal
trapezoidal sectioons, shapes and sizzes, done in 2 wayys, ie
folding or dividiing the paper at aan angle, studentss can
already be creatiive even though they do not havee the
value of kebahaaruan. Students arre able to exit or no
longer follow thee available flat waake drawings.
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This study consists of three stages with two repetitions that can be done repeatedly until found a new theory which
is the result of a revision of the experimental learning theory. Here are the steps in research design.
Phase I: Preliminary Design
At this stage a literature study of square materials and cube webs and metacognitive approaches can be established
in a strategy conjecture and the path of students' mathematical creative learning. Then proceed with a discussion
between the researcher and teacher about the condition of the class, the needs of research, schedule and how the
implementation of research with the teacher concerned. At this stage also designed learning trajectory and
hypothetical learning trajectory. Then from local instructional theory is formulated which consists of learning
objectives. This conjecture aims as a guide (guide) to anticipate the strategies and thoughts of students who appear
and develop in learning activities. Conjectures are dynamic and can be organized and revised during the teaching
experiment.
Stage II: Teaching Experiment
In this second phase is to pilot teaching activities that have been designed in the first phase of the class. This trial
aims to explore and hypothesize students' strategies and thoughts during the learning process. During the process,
conjecture can be modified as a revision of local instructional theory for subsequent activities. Teachers act as
teachers and researchers as the focus of observing each activity and key moments during the testing process. At
this stage a series of learning activities conducted then researchers observe and analyze what happened during the
learning process that took place in the classroom.
Stage III: Retrospective Analysis
After testing the data obtained from the learning activities in the class were analyzed and the results of this analysis
were used to plan the activities as well as to develop the design on the next learning activity. The purpose of
retrospective analysis in general is to develop local level instructional theory. At this stage the HLT is compared to
the students' creative learning path points as the findings of this research are 5 points of the path, i.e. problem
orientation, problem solving plan, plan realization, previous knowledge mastery / mathematical creativity concept
and evaluation of the results obtained. Students do metacognition on the learning path of creative thinking in a
comprehensive way from evaluation to planning, action to the formation of prior knowledge and selection of
creative ideas.
This finding is in line with Osbon (1953) developing seven stages of the creative thinking process: orientation,
preparation, analysis, ideas, incubation, synthesis, and evaluation. This means that the orientation to the problem
as the starting point of the learning path of students' creative mathematics on the findings of this research is in line
with Osbon's (1953) opinion that someone doing problem orientation at the stage of the creative thinking process is
the first step in the introduction of the problem. In addition, the researchers found that students metacognition
activities in line with the opinion Schoenfeld (1992) states that there are 3 ways to do metacognition in learning
mathematics, namely belief or intuition, knowledge of thought processes, and self-awareness in the independence
of learning. One's beliefs influence the problem solving of mathematics in building a way / strategy to solve the
problem. Knowledge of the thinking process refers to how effectively one uses his thinking process, while
consciousness itself refers to the accuracy of a person in preparing what to do in solving math problems.
When students are able to design, monitor, and reflect their learning process consciously, in essence they will
become more confident and more independent in learning. Learning independence is a private possession for
students to continue their long journey in meeting intellectual needs. The teacher's job is to develop the
metacognitive ability of all students as a learner, without exception.
The concept of metacognition is the idea of thinking about the mind to oneself. Includes an awareness of what a
person knows (metacognitive knowledge), what a person can do (metacognitive skills) and what one knows about
his own cognitive abilities (metacognitive experiences). Metacognitive ability is a knowledge procedure. This is
what a person deliberately does to control cognition.
Gravemeijer and van Eerde (2009) argue that students should provide opportunities to build and develop their
ideas and thoughts when constructing mathematics. Educators can choose appropriate learning activities as a basis
to stimulate students to think and act when constructing mathematics. In the process of the activity, the educator
must anticipate any mental activity that arises from the student by still paying attention to the purpose of learning,
imagery and anticipation is called Hypothetical Learning Trojectory (HLT).
Actually the whole concept of mathematics has been learned since they sat in elementary school and the
characteristics of mathematics are continuous learning. So actually in some concepts, reviews remember waking
flat square, constructing six square pieces into a wake-up space, and mentioning objects that resemble cubes in
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everyday life.
But in reality they also do not really understand this math concept. The researcher then conducted an interview
with a mathematics teacher at the school and found that he thought geometry was the most difficult material to
understand. For the topic of geometry itself, students find it hard to imagine the position of points, lines and spaces
in space and to relate the information provided and understand the problem itself. According to the researcher, this
can actually happen because they do not have enough prior knowledge to be able to connect information, process
it, and represent the given problem so that it can be reflected in their mind until finally students can understand the
purpose of the given problem. Also have a shadow of how to do the problem.
Before students recognize the difference between cube nets and non-cube nets students are trained to make cube
nets. The preceding knowledge that the student must possess is square and its properties by giving examples and
non-square instances, then cubes and their properties after the students understand continued with the introduction
of cube nets and so on. The full path can be seen in Table 2 below:
Table 2. Hypothetical learning of cube net
Period

Period 1

Period 2

Topic

Period 3

Period 4

Period 5

Cubes and Cubes Net
Recognizing the

Subtopic

Square and
kinds

Cubes and kinds

Introduction of the

Creating Cube Nets

Cube Net

difference between
cube webs and
non-cube nets

Meeting

I

II

Review

Constructing six

considering the

square pieces

square wake

into a space

III

Activity
Plan

that resemble
cubes in everyday

Understanding the

the meaning of

waking up and

meaning of the

square

knowing the

cube webs

name of the wake
properties of a
square

properties

3)

Mention the

Mention the

Knowing how to

square elements

elements

make cube nets

Find the cubes webs
with pattern 2-2-2
Find the cube nets in
3-3 patterns 3-3

Understanding the
cube webs

Find the cube nets
with 2-3-1

4)
properties of the

Find the cube nets
with 1-4-1 pattern

2)

the sense of

Mention these

1)

life

Understanding

Mention the

V

Mentioning objects

Understanding
Learning

IV

5)

Distinguishing which
are the cube webs and
which are not the
cube nets based on
their properties

Finding new cube
webs (if any)

Before the students assigned to solve the problems associated with the properties of rectangles, students should
understand it in advance with real objects or drawing a rectangle with the mention of anything that is in the
rectangle so that it is students understand the sense of the rectangle. Any point in the creative learning path should
be passed students to solve the problem by finding creative solutions to mathematics. To know every path of
creative thinking can be viewed from the characteristics/behaviors of students when learning activities taking
place, for example, students always want to get solutions to problems encountered, like to get ideas of mathematics
and would like to browse what information know and asked the question. The points of the trajectory of the
complete creative learning in Learning Trajectory serve at Table 3 here.
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Table 3. Learning trajectory the rectangle topic for grade viii at junior high school
Period

Period-1

Period-2

Period-3

Topic

Period-4

Period 5

Rectangle
Understand

Sub Topic

definition of the
rectangle

Many

Understand kinds
of the rectangle

Meeting 1

meetings

Observe the
images or
1

objects in the

1

classes that are

Understand kinds
of the rectangle by
picture

Meeting 2

Meeting 3

Review from:

Review from:

The sides,
corners, and

1

diagonal.

rectangular.

The sides,
corners, and

Solve a related

Identifying kinds of the
rectangle and using to
determine
circumference and area

problem in applying
the rectangle properties
determine the
circumference and area

Meeting 4

Meeting 5
Identify

Lower
1

diagonal.

circumference
formula and the

problems related to
1

and the area of a

area of a rectangle.

rectangle.

Applying the
Review from:
Plan the
Learning

Draw a

2

rectangle

Activities

Review from:

2 swivel and
2

2 symmetry

2

the

3

definition of a
rectangle

3

symmetry the

Review from:

In terms of:

4 ways to be

4 ways to

paired to

2

symmetry.

symmetry.

Describes

2 swivel and 2

3

paired

occupy their

occupy

frames.

the frame.

Looking closely at

formula to the

the problems

circumference and

associated with

the area of a

2

application of the

rectangle based on

circumference and

the image

the area of a

rectangle.

rectangle.

Calculate the
3

the circumference

circumference and
the area of a
rectangle

Solving real related
3

round-and wide
rectangle.

4. Conclusion
In answering the question of dividing rectangles into two equal parts, all students can provide answers to fluency,
flexibility, elaboration and originality. But the ability of students to provide many answers to each indicator of
creative thinking varies. The ability of mathematical creative thinking that students have is not a single ability to
solve the problem of dividing a rectangle into 2 equal parts and drawing cube nets. Other capabilities such as the
ability to draw a flat building connect the concept of flat building with other sciences, aesthetic values of flat-build
images; suspect the broad similarity of two flat wakes and the ability to intuit mathematical concepts. There are
five phases of learning trajectory of hierarchically creative mathematical thinking, which is orientation to problem,
problem solving plan, plan realization, previous knowledge mastery/concept of mathematical creativity, and
evaluation of result obtained. Students do metacognition on the learning path of creative thinking in a
comprehensive way from evaluation to planning, action to the formation of prior knowledge and selection of
creative ideas.
From these explanations, teachers should also help ensure students have enough prior knowledge to make it easier
to build new knowledge, as well as to make learning fun and meaningful so that students will remember knowledge
in long-term memory. For the next researcher is how to build their previous knowledge that can support the
learning of geometry in accordance with the time given in the learning process.
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